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Maximizing efficiency goes beyond basic content management.  
Medforce fills the gaps in productivity enabling you to be truly paperless 
across your whole operations from patient files to accounts payable.

Improve Profitability With Medforce’s 
Affordable, Modular Document and 
Process Management Software

Company Background
Medforce Technologies, Inc. provides productivity-enhancing software 
and services to help pharmacies adapt quickly to change and do more 
with less. Our flexible and highly-customizable document and process 
management products work in all departments including intake, AP, 
claims, AR, and HR.

Founded nearly 15 years ago, Medforce initially focused on helping 
healthcare companies go paperless with electronic filing. Over time, our 
software suite expanded to increase efficiency in all areas of  operations 
to grow margins, reduce costs, and improve cash flow. 

Product Overview
Our modular software solutions fill the gaps in your current systems to 
elevate your staff’s focus, enhance productivity, and maximize profitability.

• Improve Visibility and Track Progress
• Eliminate Operational Waste
• Enable Automation
• Empower Employees
• Ensure Compliance
• Grow Your Bottom Line

Available on-premises or hosted/SaaS, our products are reliable and 
scalable to conform to the way you work.

Features & Options
n ContentCenter: Full-featured document management software with 
OCR and auto-filing capabilities that enable full-text search — making 
it easier to get documents and data in and out. Annotations, stapling, 
and other real-world capabilities allow you all the benefits of  a paper file 
with the centralized accessibility of  electronic filing.

n CommandCenter: Our workflow automation platform allows you 
to map, streamline, and monitor your entire operations from end-to-
end. Improve visibility, accountability, and scalability — always able 
to optimize resource allocation and maximize employee productivity. 
Whether you implement for one process, one department, or your entire 
organization, CommandCenter will ensure you are functioning at your 
best at all times. 

n SignCenter: A HIPAA compliant, web-based electronic signature 
and data capture tool that was built for healthcare. Signers can mark 
and sign documents using a keyboard, mouse, or touch screen from any 
web-enabled device. You retain complete control, indicating where and 
when documents can be signed. SignCenter can stand alone or integrate 
with third party imaging systems. 

n FormsCenter: Electronic data capture to connect and track your 
business, FormsCenter makes use of  vital information easy and efficient. 
Eliminate the need for handwritten forms and duplicate data entry. 
Stop managing your work through disparate, manual spreadsheets.  
You decide the information your business needs and use the 
comprehensive toolbox to design and update forms to your specifications. 

n Fax Management: Email programs just weren’t designed to provide 
the level of  fax oversight you need to keep your business running 
efficiently. The Fax Management App gives you visibility, insight, and 
control to ensure faxes are worked fully and on time. It can be used 
with any third party or on-premises electronic fax solution, or it can be 
bundled with Medforce’s affordable faxing service.

n Vendor Invoice Management: Go completely paperless in accounts 
payable. Effectively managing high volumes of  vendor documentation 
that takes you beyond the limits of  your accounting software.  
Our Vendor Invoice Management App gives you a centralized resource 
for invoice storage, approval, and tracking. It enables easy reconciliation 
with all documentation (including contracts, purchase orders, and 
invoices) in one spot. Business analysis tools allow you to easily monitor 
spend as well as track employee performance. 

Testimonials
“ There is no way we could do the volume of  work we do now with the number of  
people we have without Medforce. It gives me peace of  mind.”

 — Marilyn Kase, Supervisor, Franciscan Pharmacy & Home Medical

“ The way Medforce organizes our work there is no way to lose an invoice. I never 
have to request a reprint. Everyone always has exactly what they need at their 
fingertips. As a manager, I can see all of  the work an employee has done and 
what is left. I can distribute more work as needed. And I don’t even have to be at 
my desk. It saves us so much time.”

 —  Erica Feldstein, Accounts Payable Manager, Ocean Dietary and  
Medical Services

Pharmacy Markets Served
Markets served include: LTC, DME, specialty, infusion, and retail.


